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ABSTRACT
A latent heat thermal energy storage unit has been modeled, simulated and designed for
integration into a cogeneration plant that supplies steam to industrial customers in Saarland,
Germany. The design consists of a vertical bundle of extended finned tubes surrounded by
phase change material in the shell. The heat transfer fluid water/steam flows through the tubes
between the upper and lower headers. A new fin design was developed to achieve the required
high power levels.
The storage system was designed and analyzed with the development of an iterative
multi-step method. The method spans from the design of the fin, based on both empirical and
geometrical information, to the heat transfer analysis of a storage system. The analysis is
comprised of several steps: a heat transfer analysis of the cross-section of one tube without
modeling the heat transfer fluid, a transfer from the cross-section to a simplified onedimensional radial model and a two-dimensional axial and radial analysis coupling the axial
flow of the heat transfer fluid and the radial heat transfer into the storage. The developed
analysis method and the resulting storage system are presented and the comparison of
different fin designs shows the suitability of each fin for different applications.

1

INTRODUCTION
A thermal energy storage unit is to be integrated into a cogeneration plant. This storage

will act as an intermediate back-up to a gas turbine coupled with a heat recovery steam
generator (HRSG), so it is situated in parallel to the HRSG, between the feedwater pump and
the steam main. This layout is shown in Figure 1. This plant produces steam for several
customers, including one with very specific and constant steam quality requirements.
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Figure 1: Layout of the cogeneration plant showing the latent heat thermal energy storage
integrated in parallel to the HRSG and the back-up boiler.
Currently, a fossil-fuel fired standby boiler is maintained at warm load and in the case of
a turbine trip, is heated from warm to full load in two minutes. The storage unit will be
integrated so that it is kept on standby and the backup boiler will be reduced to cold load,
which requires significantly less fossil fuel. From cold load, the backup boiler needs 15
minutes to reach full load. During this time, the storage unit will produce the required 6 MW
of superheated steam at 26 bar and a minimum of 300 °C for the industrial customer. This
combination of parameters leads to a minimum required capacity of 1.5 MWh. The standby
storage unit is being developed as a latent heat energy storage unit. Using the latent heat of

fusion of the storage material side with a solidification temperature near the required steam
temperature, the volume of the entire storage unit is reduced in comparison to a sensible heat
storage unit. Latent heat energy storage allows for a leveling of the discharge temperature due
to isothermal phase change. The planned integration is discussed in more detail by Johnson et
al. [1].

2

METHODOLOGY
Preliminary design considerations and a combination of heat transfer simulation methods

are used for the development of a latent heat thermal energy storage unit for a specific
application, and moreover one that produces superheated steam,.

2.1

PRELIMINARY DESIGN
The system into which the storage unit is to be integrated determines the required para-

meters: charging and discharging temperature, pressure and heat transfer fluid (HTF),
discharging power and capacity. As the HTF in this system is water/steam, a latent heat
thermal energy storage using the heat of fusion for heat storage was developed. Both the HTF
and the phase change material (PCM) maintain a constant temperature during phase change,
which allows for small temperature differences between the two media during both charging
and discharging [2]. The inherent properties of the storage material determine the phase
change temperature and heat of fusion, so that a storage material must be selected that is
appropriate for the system requirements, specifically for the pressure and temperature of the
HTF. Based on the system parameters for charging and discharging the storage unit, sodium
nitrate (NaNO3) with a melting temperature of 306 °C and a latent heat of 178 J/g was chosen
as the storage material.
Ideally, the storage material has a high thermal conductivity in order to charge and
discharge quickly. However, most applicable materials have low thermal conductivities [3].

To overcome low thermal conductivity, various designs and storage concepts have been
researched and tested [4]. In this case, a vertically finned tube concept using extruded
aluminum fins clipped onto steel tubes was chosen. The developed storage system design is
an adaptation of a shell and tube heat exchanger, with extended finned tubes mounted
between two headers and the PCM storage medium on the shell side of the tube bundle. The
HTF evaporates in the tube bundle. Various storage units at DLR have been tested with
extended fins [5], including an evaporator/condenser storage [6].
As the storage unit required by the system in this project requires only 15 minutes of discharge time, the ratio of power level to capacity is very high. In the latent heat TES unit built
and tested within the ITES project in Carboneras, Spain, a capacity of ca. 700 kWh, a peak
power level of ca. 700 kW [6] and steady-state of 200 kW were measured [7]. Due to the
higher ratio of power to capacity required in this application, both a smaller tube spacing and
a denser fin structure are required. The tube spacing has been set at a triangular formation to
optimize the space between tubes, which results in a regular hexagonal spacing of the tubes.
With this spacing, an empirically designed axial fin is drafted. Due to the method of aluminum extrusion, the initial design combines manufacturing feasibility, assembly techniques
and heat transfer requirements. The extrusion feasibility must be considered: the ratio of
length-to-width of the areas between the branches of aluminum has to be small in order to
avoid a failure in the tooling for the extrusion. A fixation nub for the clips and room for
assembly of the clips over the two fin halves have to be incorporated as well.
The heat transfer aspects of the design allow for heat to be transferred between the HTF
and the PCM. For high power levels, the distance or resistance from the storage material to
the HTF needs to be minimized, as researched by Sciacovelli & Verda [8], Hübner et al. [9],
and Ziaei et al. [10]. Research from Sciacovelli & Verda approached the problem with CFD
calculations including calculations of entropy generation in an iterative design process.

Hübner et al. also used an iterative design approach with two-dimensional calculations,
analyzing the designs for discharging parameter comparisons and including economic
considerations in the comparisons. Ziaei et al. uses a constructal analytical approach for the
calculations of the charging characteristics, analyzing the effects of branching on the melting
characteristics. Reduction of this resistance can be achieved with evenly distributed highly
conductive aluminum introduced into the storage material. The simplest such design is a star
form, with ‘rays’ going out from a central tube. This results in a large proportion of the
aluminum near the central tube, with much less material further from the tube. To have a
better heat transfer between the outer areas of storage material and the central tube, a
branched design was developed, so that in the outer areas of the fin the surface area is further
increased by branches in the fin.

2.2

NUMERICAL HEAT TRANSFER MODEL
For the numerical simulation of the heat transfer, a subsystem of the tube register,

consisting of a single tube with mounted fins and surrounding PCM, is simulated; see
Figure 2 (a). The HTF flows through the tube and evaporates or condenses while transferring
heat to or from the PCM. Because of the complex geometry with different fluid and solid
zones as well as a long tube length, the system is simplified to reduce the simulation effort.
Three steps lead to the final simulation result: a heat transfer analysis of the cross-section of
one tube without modeling the heat transfer fluid, a transfer from the cross-section to a
simplified one-dimensional radial model and a two-dimensional axial and radial analysis
coupling the axial flow of the heat transfer fluid and the radial heat transfer into the storage.
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Figure 2: Simulation methodology for a storage system shown in various steps. (a) A single
tube assembly, shown here in a shortened form, is created, from which (b) a cross-section is
analyzed for heat transfer properties. (c) A transfer of results simplifies the design to a
simplified radial model, which is followed by (d) a heat transfer analysis of a tube assembly
with coupled axial HTF-flow and a radial conduction model.
The material properties used in these models for this application for the tube, the fin and
the PCM at its melting temperature are given in Table 1. The properties of the PCM are mean
values of the solid and liquid state near the melting temperature. The mean material properties
lead to a maximum deviation of 2.7 % in the thermal diffusivity, which is acceptable for this
study and simplifies the modeling approach significantly.
Table 1: Thermodynamic properties of tube, fin, mean values of PCM between solid and
liquid state and effective material of PCM and fin.
Steel tube Aluminum fin
NaNO3
Effective
Property [Unit] ↓ / Material →
(1.5415)
(EN AW 6060) PCM [11] material
Density
[kg/m3]
7850
2700
2010.5
2114.5
Spec. heat capacity
[J/(kg K)]
554
1020
1655
1532.8
Heat conductivity
[W/(m K)]
45
210
0.55
0.12…169
Latent heat
[kJ/kg]
178
143.73

The first step of the analysis is a heat transfer analysis of a detailed two-dimensional
cross-section with constant boundary conditions, which is conducted using a model
implemented in ANSYS® FLUENT®. The fin design shown here has two symmetry lines that
allow for simplification to a quarter section. For this first step, reference conditions are used.
This includes a constant temperature boundary condition on the inside tube wall that results in
a fixed temperature difference between the phase change temperature and the discharging
temperature. For evaluation, the heat transfer rate and the state of charge (SoC) are recorded
over time. These are regarded as characteristic curves for the cross-section. The simulation
mesh, simulation state of temperature and the resulting characteristic curves are shown in
Figure 2 (b), respectively from top to bottom. These results show qualitatively how the
distribution of the aluminum across the cross-section influences the heat transfer. A uniform
heat distribution over the area is desirable, so that no pockets of phase change material are left
molten while the rest of the area is discharged.
In the second step, simulation results from the cross-section are used to derive a
simplified model in Dymola® that replaces the fin and PCM with a single material having
effective material properties. The radial discretization, the temperature results over time and
the resulting heat flow rate in comparison with the detailed model are shown in Figure 2 (c),
respectively from top to bottom. For this model, the domain is also simplified as being
axisymmetric, which results in a circular cross-section. The diameter of the cross section
varies depending on the hexagonal fin dimensions, such that the area of the circle is equal to
the area of the hexagon; for this simulation, the diameter of the circular cross-section is
73.6 mm. The use of polar coordinates and symmetry lead to a one-dimensional discretization
into annular rings. The density, the specific heat capacity and the latent heat of the effective
material are averaged as in the work of Bauer [12]. However, the heat conductivity calculated
this way is too high and results in a faster phase change than with the detailed cross-sectional

model. Hence, it is adjusted to better fit the detailed fin model. The thermal conductivity in
each ring only partially correlates to the fin fraction found in this ring, because the surface
area for heat transfer also influences the rate of heat transfer. The conductivity is therefore not
calculated from the fin fraction, but is calculated such that the solidification rate in the
simplified model corresponds to that in the detailed model. The resulting material properties
of the effective material, given as a range from 0.12 to 169 W/mK for the thermal
conductivity, are given in Table 1. For the constant reference boundary conditions, the
resulting heat flow rate of the simplified one-dimensional (1D) model is shown in comparison
to that of the detailed cross-sectional two-dimensional (2D) model in Figure 3. These curves
show that the models are in good agreement after an initial numerical roughness. This
roughness is due to the discretization in the one-dimensional model and has negligible effects
on the system simulations.
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Figure 3: Heat flow rate over time for constant reference boundary conditions in detailed 2D
cross sectional model (2D-DM) and simplified 1D model (1D-SM) for power and liquid
fraction (Lf).
In the third step, also in Dymola®, the entire storage is simulated by coupling the
simplified radial effective material model with a model for axial flow of the HTF in the tubes
Figure 2 (d). This model is adapted from the model by Stückle, Laing and Müller-

Steinhagen [13]. This leads to an axisymmetric 2D discretization with cylindrical coordinates
for the three-dimensional domain. The number of tubes can be adapted in this step until a
sufficient capacity or discharging time is achieved.

3

RESULTS
The storage unit for this application has been designed to produce superheated steam for

an operating cogeneration plant. The system requires a minimum of 15 minutes for the backup boiler to be powered from cold to full load. The following results are split into a section on
the thermal performance analysis of the fin design and the storage simulation and
performance.

3.1

THERMAL PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF THE FIN DESIGN
Various extended finned tube designs were created and analyzed for differing

applications. Three designs discussed here are shown in Figure 4, with the critical parameters
listed in Table 2.

(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 4: Three different fin designs and tube spacings: (a) Radial-100, (b) Axial-160 and (c)
Axial-70.
The radial fin design in Figure 4 (a) has a tube spacing of 100 mm and was integrated in
the storage documented in [7]. Also documented in this journal article are experiments using
the axial fin design with a tube spacing of 160 mm shown in Figure 4 (b), which was designed
for longer charging and discharging times. In comparison, the new fin design shown in Figure
4 (c) shows a much denser aluminum structure and smaller tube spacing. This smaller tube
spacing was chosen due to the high power-to-capacity ratio required in the application.

According to discussions with manufacturers, the smallest tube spacing that can be welded
efficiently is 70 mm.
Table 2: Geometric properties and capacities of the fin designs Radial-100, Axial-160 and
Axial-70. Capacity calculations made with a 10 K temperature difference in NaNO3.
Property [Unit] ↓ / Fin design →
(a) Radial-100 (b) Axial-160
(c) Axial-70
Tube spacing
[mm]
100
160
70
Fin fraction
[%]
7.9
14.1
17.0
PCM fraction
[%]
87.7
84.3
77.6
Energy per tube length
[kWh/m]
0.83
2.03
0.36
3
Energy per storage volume [kWh/m ]
95.3
91.6
84.3
Fin mass per capacity
[kg/kWh]
2.29
4.14
5.32
For a comparison of the three designs, simulations were conducted at reference
conditions, shown in Figure 5. The simulated cycle starts at the melting temperature and
discharges to 10 K below the melting temperature of the simulated storage material. Shown in
Figure 5 (a) is a comparison of the power per meter tube for one tube during discharging over
the energy transferred during the discharging process; in Figure 5 (b) are results from the
same simulations, showing the power per capacity of a storage section over the state-ofcharge (SoC). Due to the differing tube spacings and the differing amounts of aluminum and
storage material per extended fin design assembly, these ratio comparisons are necessary. The
results comparing the power per tube length in Figure 5 (a) and the energy per tube length in
Table 2 show that there is an almost linear relationship (with an R² value of 0.9969 for the
trendline between these points) between the energy transferred during discharge for a single
tube and the tube spacing, regardless of the fin fraction, which, as shown in Table 2, ranges
from 7.9 % to 17.0 %. Energy per unit of storage volume logically decreases with increased
fin fraction. For an overall maximized storage capacity, the optimum tube spacing for further
storage unit parameters such as mass flow of the HTF must be paired with a minimized fin
fraction, which is shown overall in the PCM fraction given in Table 2.
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Figure 5: Three fin design results for (a) power per tube length over energy released and (b)
power per capacity over state-of-charge (SoC).

The high power level attained with the new fin design is shown in Figure 5 (b) with the
comparison of the power per unit capacity over the state of charge (SoC) of the storage
section. The significantly higher power shown by the red solid line is designed to yield the
required 6 MW of superheated steam. As the steam temperature is controlled by water
injection to meet the temperature requirements, the slope of the red curve during discharging
is not critical to this application. The Axial-160 fin design, on the other hand, shows a much
lower but more constant power per capacity level throughout discharging.
The Axial-70 fin design is shown in various degrees of discharging in Figure 6 and has an
even distribution of aluminum throughout the cross-section and allows for a high power rate
during the latent discharging of the storage unit.

(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 6: Temperature T and liquid phase fraction f from the detailed cross-sectional model at
three different stages of solidification: (a) 82.1 % SoC after 100 s, (b) 40.8 % SoC after 500 s
and (c) 13.9 % SoC after 900 s.
3.2

STORAGE SIMULATION AND PERFORMANCE
With the novel fin design, a storage unit is designed and its performance is analyzed with

the multi-step simulation model described above. For this application, an inlet feedwater
temperature of 103 °C is used for discharging the storage. During the required discharging
duration of at least 15 minutes, the outlet steam temperature must not fall below 300 °C. The
storage was designed with an additional discharging time of at least 10 minutes, in total 25
minutes, increasing plant flexibility and introducing a design safety margin. This discharge
time correlates to a storage unit made up of 852 finned tubes, each with a fin length of 5.6 m.
The simulation results of discharging the storage are shown in Figure 7, where the constant
feedwater inlet temperature and the steam outlet temperature are given. The outlet steam
temperature reaches the required limit of 300°C after 28 minutes, which satisfies the required
discharge time and safety margins.
Also shown are the simulated temperatures averaged across the cross-section of the
storage material at the top, middle and bottom of the storage material. These temperature
distributions show a large difference in temperatures across the storage at the end of

discharging. Considering the operation in once-through mode, the high fin density and the
large temperature difference between the charged storage unit and the inlet feedwater, these
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Figure 7: Simulation results during discharging of the inlet and outlet temperatures of the
HTF and the temperature distribution over the height of the storage unit, with the schematic at
the right showing the approximate positions in relation to the storage unit.
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2

DISCUSSION
The layout of high temperature latent heat thermal energy storage units needs to be

designed for specific system requirements and take into account factors such as feasibility,
transient effects, environmental effects and economics. These various factors lead to a
challenging design. This paper presents a method for designing latent heat thermal energy
storage units for specific application requirements. Specifically, a storage design for a high
power and temperature application is detailed for the integration in an operating cogeneration
plant. The method shown here can iteratively be used to design a storage unit for system
requirements such as power, capacity and temperature. Thermal losses to the environment are
not taken into consideration in the current model. For the short discharge duration, these have
little effect. However, as the storage is a standby storage, the environmental effects between
charging and discharging the storage can be significant for determining the intermediate recharge cycle and optimal insulation. Additional calculations are required for the HTF

calculations, such as pressure loss and flow distribution, as well as for economic
optimizations.
A comparison of the fin fraction and tube spacing between three designs are shown,
demonstrating the relationship between material use or surface area and thermal power. The
Axial-70 fin design has been produced and is being integrated into a large latent heat thermal
energy storage unit being built within the framework of this project. Model validation and
analysis will be conducted as a part of the commissioning and testing work.

5

CONCLUSIONS
A simulation methodology is presented for the design of high temperature latent heat

thermal energy storage units using a multi-step process. The analysis process begins with a
preliminary fin design based on system requirements combined with both storage unit and fin
extrusion experience. This design is simulated in a two-dimensional ANSYS® FLUENT®
model to determine heat transfer and phase change characteristics. This model is then
simplified to a one-dimensional Dymola® representation, in which the fin geometry and PCM
are converted to effective materials in annular rings about the central tube. As a following
step, the ring model is coupled with an HTF model and concatenated axially in order to
calculate a single tube, also in Dymola®. A storage system using a multiple of the tubes and
corresponding initial and system parameters is calculated. With this method, the design and
performance analysis of a high temperature latent heat thermal energy storage at a relevant
industrial scale has been presented for the first time.
Using this method, the design of the storage unit and storage unit integration and controls
has been successfully concluded, resulting in a storage unit with 852 finned tubes, each with a
5.6 m fin length. The required discharge time of at least 15 minutes will be fulfilled, with a
safety margin of more than 10 minutes. The storage unit is currently in build, so that
commissioning and testing can be conducted to validate this simulation method.
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